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Why ...
am I to be like this
storming here and there and in despair rich
when in this world, of abundantly clear evidence,
I am to be calling on my own conscience …

about the way
the preceding years have dealt us
to a point of utter uselessness
discarding the benefit of hindsight
and left us all in one almighty plight.

Destruction on the rise
that which is of course left.
And no way more than of the earth
even touching as far as atmospheric life.
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No way out. No way clear.
But of this earth
denial has damaged more …
more than is possible to retrieve
let alone animal, insects, seas,
species unbelievable -
not to mention human life.

Sacrificial, suicidal,
wars extreme
continuing on land
as well the oceans
once supreme.

Radiated atmosphere.
Radiated human beings.
Radiated particles.
Radiated animals.

Whatever causes a bomb,
atomic, to be dropped,
drones flying over top?

What ...
is to become of us,
a human being species,
the whole damn lot?
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The weather is in a state
one day up another late.
Clouds all dark, ominous appear
then without any rain disappear.

Tornados on the rise.
Hurricanes no longer a surprise.
Floods and tides do rise
droughts and suffering never ending.

Life
in all parts it seems
suffering some
in forms as disease.

But whatever happened
when a minor dies …
life goes on in the West
as no surprise?
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Weather wise - no surprise the West denies.
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Battle hardy … but not my mental state.
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Battles raging
every land and sea mass.

What a debacle.

Will it cause some form of life support
when on return their mental state
leads them to a path – no way to sort it all out?

I am aware,
‘battle hardy’ is the way forward
but that is a voice,
from a desk or higher ground,
away from battle grounds.
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God, did once say,

man a mouse
when in battle he (or her)
does do and shout about
what it was that they did prefer
before a signature
them owned and bought without a care.

But solidly know that one is cared
but far preferred if thought was there
before the battle began –

and those bells sounded death …
perhaps to even everyone.
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The method of a life style
leans toward
a more peaceful enterprise.

One that has a value stamped
right in front of every thought,
word, action and life support.
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Some people ...
are not able to think enough about who they are
but more about what they wish and wanted for.

But in this world of troubling times
best to believe
one is better than ever thought before.

Because as the difficulties
keep troubling more and more
there is time to consider how best then to arise.
And think about saving more than just the earth
but more about the value of those left to resurrect.

The value ...
of your own life story has to matter.

Not be disquieted in some small corner
left to fester for the rotten parts
and not retrieve the betterment and valuable parts.
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Life
is a constant
no doubt about that.

But ...
what is evident
is a place to love
and peace to keep.

Much has been handled very badly
and we have had to suffer.
But are we now prepared to value life,
the learning that did and does now matter?

Strength and Courage
are our story ...
when addressed.

Strength and love,
courage at our very best -
to warn, keep and live with heart,
to ensure love is at least
the very and most precious of parts.
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Someone inside, at times, does help us out.
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Courage comes
in small and varied paths.

Some of those are difficult and rough.
Some of them however
provide a new form of love.

Something on that journey’s path
leads to think more about
who we are and want to be
in that of first and foremost,
our behaviour endlessly -

What is of the best?
What is beneficial and contains
some form of love inspired,
although rough and tough
that very path’s terrain?

However much we care about our life
someone inside of us does at times help us out.

People laugh and consider thought a joke,
but when it comes on down to it,
thought as precious as words complete,
thoughts as worth and ideas ideal
these are what our betterment has for us,
but often sealed.
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Life leads toward
a much more beneficial enterprise.

Not the plight the world is in ...
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For that is far too horrific
for an individual to sort out.
But more for a community, socially,

but too …
seriously identify the plight we are in
and in how small each can and do provide
a little of their human skill.
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Life ...
leads us toward an end.

Some people’s life
is very short and or thin.
Others try as best they can
but fail in being or doing
what they hoped to achieve to star in.

But in all eventuality
it is far more important
to value everyone -

Everyone who lives on the earth.
Every creature born as life to live.

Everyone ...
who has a heart to become engaged
and live with conscience.
And not ever let that decide
what is being bad,
but what is of benefit to survive.
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Suffer not without a care
to think more
about in how to repair.

Suffer not and cause another harm
because in them is a promise to learn.

Justify nothing
but to learn how to behave
compassionately.

Then in time
love is what is to eventually surround
and no more cause catastrophes.

So love and fellowship
are part of this greater resourceful plan
toward healing each and everyone
who is hurting and hating
leaving no further space to creatively inspire.

And therefore now,
in that Western atmosphere,
nothing but nothing of love it is to be heard.

For those warring factors are well in place
for the next and next development -
to destroy our human race
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Love and fellowship toward healing everyone.
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